30 & 32 Series Striping Heads

Rugged precision.

ValSco’s 30 and 32 Series Striping Heads are constructed entirely from aluminum with stainless steel fittings for maximum durability. The 30 and 32 Series utilize a molybdenum coating on their bearing surface for added wear resistance. The end result is rugged, precise performance to complete a range of gluing application needs.

ValSco’s 30 and 32 Series Striping Heads offer:

Added Features
Horizontal or vertical applicator heads, positive closure, and left or right side mounting with snap connector are available.

Special Options
Vein spacing, vein hole size, slot, grooves, stainless-steel, carbide coating, and other modifications are all options to best suit your needs.

Standardized Perfection
The standard vein size is 0.04 inches in diameter and standard spacing between veins is 1/4 inch.

25 Sizes
There are twenty-five sizes to choose from: single orifice to six-inch pattern width.

Various Connections
Two valve-to-head connectors are available - the rotary (RX) connector and the snap connector. The RX connector allows the applicator head to rotate for full head contact to the product. The snap connector is for fixed position use.
Dimensions
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